
15 days China highlights tour for party 
Travis Frizzell 

15 day trip for Travis Frizzell 
Discover the essence of China highlights of Harbin, Xi'an, Chendu, 
Kunming, Zhangjiajie andBeijing in 15 days!

This 15 days China highlight essence tour offers you both some most 
popular highlights, such as Great Wall, Forbidden City, Temple of 
Heaven in Beijing, Terracotta Warriors in Xi'an, Emeishan Mount. 
Trekking in Chengdu, Stone Forest in Kunming,  and also special 
things like Ice and Snow Festival in Harbin,  Volunteer work 
experience in Chengdu Dujaingyan Panda Base, Ditan Temple Spring 
Fair in Beijing; 

In this tour, you will have chance to visit the world-famous highlights, 
also more importantly to experience Chinese New Year! Sure you will 
have a unique, unforgettable experience in China by this tour!

Highlights 


Great Wall 


Forbidden City 


Temple of Heaven 


Ditan Temple Fair 




Terracotta Warrors 


Stone Forest in Kunming 


Panda Base Volunteer 


Ice and Snow Festival in Harbin 
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Day by day

Days 1-2: Beijing . 
Sun, 4 Feb - Mon, 5 Feb 

Day 3: Xi'an . 
Tue, 6 Feb 

Days 4-5: Xi'an Chengdu . 
Wed, 7 Feb - Thu, 8 Feb 

Day 6: Chengdu Emeishan . 
Fri, 9 Feb 

Day 7: Emeishan Chengdu . 
Sat, 10 Feb 

Day 8: Chengdu Kunming . 
Sun, 11 Feb 

Days 9-10: Kunming Changsha Zhangjiajie . 
Mon, 12 Feb - Tue, 13 Feb 

Days 11-15: Zhangjiajie Zhangjiajie Beijing . 
Wed, 14 Feb - Sun, 18 Feb 
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Your detailed itinerary 

Flight Beijing - Harbin (e-tickets)

Transfer from Harbin airport to hotel with English-speaking guide: Harbin 

has a temperate monsoon climate with four distinct seasons, but claims to 

bebest in summer and winter, especially winter. So you are lucky to be here 

inseason .As the capital, it is a heart cross point of politics, finance andculture; a 

picturesque city with beautiful Songhuajiang River going through it.Known as 

"Oriental Moscow "or "Oriental Pairs".

With 190-day freezing season and its bitterly cold winters, the northeastern city 

of Harbin is known as a "City of Ice". But the bitter cold never cools the local 

people’s enthusiasm for enjoying the winter scenery and all kinds of winter 

activities. Harbin is best known for its appealing winter landscape, stimulating 

winter sports and various dazzling ice and snow art works, such as ice lanterns, 

snow sculptures and ice carvings.

Want to know more about Harbin? Come to experience on your own please. 

Holiday Inn Harbin City Center 

Welcome to China! Fly to Harbin from Beijing directly. 
Sun, 4 Feb 

Day

1

Price includes:
  Flight with tax&fuel fee (Flight Beijing - Harbin (e-tickets)) 
  Private Transfer (Transfer from Harbin airport to hotel with English-speaking guide) 
  English-speaking guide (Transfer from Harbin airport to hotel with English-speaking guide) 
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Harbin International Ice and Snow Festival (full-day excursion): General 
Itinerary: at morning, visiting the National Musuem, and then go to watch 
ice activities (some shows on icey lakes); after lunch, go to visit Taiyang 
Island Snow and Ice Sculptures; at night, go to visit the Ice and Snow 
World, and then to see Ice Lanterns if time permits; 

 Harbin International Ice and Snow Festival is held annually from January 5 to 

February 5. But the Ice and Snow World always open from Christmas Eve. 

Boasting the world's largest man-made ice and snow buildings, the exhibition is 

built on the northern bank of the Songhua River and covers an area of more 

then 300,000 square meters. A total of 80,000 cubic meters of ice and 120,000 

cubic meters of snow are used in the park.Ice lanterns are not necessarily 

"lantern-like." In a broad sense, they refer to any work of art made of ice and 

light, including buildings, carvings, slides, waterfalls.

In the Ice and Snow World, you will watch and enjoy the tallest, most beautiful, 

grandest and most charming ice and snow spectacles. You will experience 

curious ice and snow activities, such as seeking for the treasure in the maze, 

climbing the ice rocks, snow golf and snow football. You will also have fun with 

about 30 cultures and integrate yourself with the charming and grand scene of 

the decorative night laps and you will feel that you are traveling in the paradise 

on earth.

Tours ends with a transfer back to your hotel for rest; 

Holiday Inn Harbin City Center 

Ice and Snow Festival 
Mon, 5 Feb 

Day

2

Price includes:
  Breakfast
  Private transfer, English speaking guide, Entrance fee (Harbin International Ice and Snow Festival (full-

day excursion)) 
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Transfer from hotel to Harbin airport with English-speaking guide

Flight Harbin - Xi'an (e-tickets)

Transfer from Xi'an airport to hotel: Located in the region of Shaanxi, Xi'an 

was once the epicentre of Chinese culture and power for more than two 

thousand years. Considered by many to be the penultimate classic city on the 

planet, Xi'an predates nearly every historical milestone in our modern lexicon. 

Via its location as the easternmost point of the Silk Road, Xi'an influenced 

numerous ancient cultures with goods and knowledge passed along the route to 

the outside world. It is also home to the world-famous Terracotta Warriors. 

Cycling tour on City Wall Xi'an ( about 12km ) & Muslim Quarter: 
Afternoon Cycling tour on City Wall Xi'an ( about 12km ) & Muslim 
Quarter: 

Guide and driver will meet you at hotel lobby, and take you to the old city wall, 

where you will cycling leisurely on the wall; City Wall is the first landmark you 

will encounter in Xi'an, which stretches round the old city. The best and most 

enjoyable way to experience Xi’an’s city wall is by bike. Take a leisurely ride 

along the 8.7-mile (14-kilometer) length of the wall for fabulous views of the city 

below and get a glimpse of Xi’an’s rich heritage.  

The Muslim Quarter is bustling everyday with loads of authentic fine eateries 

and souvenirs shops. Walking along this narrow street aligned with stores on 

both sides, you can see that Muslims sitting inside the stores or talking leisurely 

with each other. 

Days Inn City Center Xi'an 

fly to Xi'an for Terracotta 
Tue, 6 Feb 

Day

3

Price includes:
  Breakfast
  Private Transfer (Transfer from hotel to Harbin airport with English-speaking guide, Transfer from Xi'an 

airport to hotel) 
  English-speaking guide (Transfer from hotel to Harbin airport with English-speaking guide, Transfer from 

Xi'an airport to hotel) 
  Flight with tax&fuel fee (Flight Harbin - Xi'an (e-tickets)) 
  Private transfer, English speaking guide, Entrance fee (Cycling tour on City Wall Xi'an ( about 12km ) & 

Muslim Quarter) 
  Bikes (Cycling tour on City Wall Xi'an ( about 12km ) & Muslim Quarter) 
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Terracotta Warriors (half-day morning excursion): At 08:00am pick up 
from your hotel loby, today you are going to visit the world-famous 
Terracotta Army; Tour ends at about noon time; 

The Terra-cotta Warriors, lie underground for more than 2000 years, is the most 

significant archeological excavations of the 20th century. Thousands of life - 

sized Terracotta Army in battle formation - a whole army which would 

accompany its emperor into immortality. Standing in the exhibition hall, you 

would be shocked by such a grand ancient army formation, which will lead you 

back to the ancient warring situation.

Transfer from Xi'an hotel to airport

Flight Xi'an-Chengdu

Transfer from Chengdu airport to hotel: Retaining much of its original charm 

despite the pressures presented by newfound affluence, Chengdu is a laid-back 

city compared with others in the very diverse Chinese nation. It is easy to 

wander through Chengdu and find the large number of local artisans and 

restaurants selling the world-famous (and spicy!) Sichuan cuisine. Chengdu is 

also the perfect launchpad for travelers interested in the nearby Giant Pandas. 

There are about a thousand left in the wild and they are all located within the 

Sichuan bamboo-forested region.

Chengdu dreams-travel Wenjun Mansion Hotel 

Terracotta Warriors & then fly to Chengdu 
Wed, 7 Feb 

Day

4

Price includes:
  Breakfast
  Private transfer, English speaking guide, Entrance fee (Terracotta Warriors (half-day morning excursion)) 
  Private Transfer (Transfer from Xi'an hotel to airport, Transfer from Chengdu airport to hotel) 
  English-speaking guide (Transfer from Xi'an hotel to airport, Transfer from Chengdu airport to hotel) 
  Flight with tax&fuel fee (Flight Xi'an-Chengdu) 

Price excludes:
  Lunch and Dinner (Terracotta Warriors (half-day morning excursion)) 
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One day Volunteer work in Dujiangyan Panda Base: (Note: 1. an age 
restriction of 12-65 years old that can do the volunteer work; 2. a daily 
quota of 30 volunteers for panda keeper in Dujiangyan Panda Base; 3. a 
simple health certificate (valid medical certificate and signature which 
could apply it in your county or in China; 4. the donation of RMB 1800 per 
person to get the chance to take photo with a panda; )

Located about 65km from downtown Chengdu, about 1.5 hours by driving, 

Dujiangyan Panda Base is now the only place where can do volunteer work and 

hold panda for photos. By taking this volunteer work, you will be able to take 

care of panda, be more familiar with Giant Pandas’ habits and lifestyle, and will 

enjoy the once-in-lifetime experience. 

 This is your time schedule: 7:00am pick up from hotel; 08:30am-09:00am Sign 

up for the program; 09:00am-10:00am Panda Keeper work; 10:00am-11:00am 

Break time & Tour the base; 11:00am-11:30am Feed the panda; 11:30am-

1:00pm Lunch Time; 1:00pm-2:00pm Watch Panda Documentary; 2:00pm-

3:00pm Feed the panda; 3:00pm-3:30pm Make panda cakes; 3:30pm-4:00pm 

Finish Volunteer Work;      

After the work ending at afternoon, you will leave Dujiangyan Panda Base and 

step into your car and drive about 1.5 hours back to Chengdu; 

Chengdu dreams-travel Wenjun Mansion Hotel 

Volunteer experience in Dujiangyan Panda Base 
Thu, 8 Feb 

Day

5

Price includes:
  Breakfast
  Private transfer, English speaking guide, Entrance fee (One day Volunteer work in Dujiangyan Panda 

Base) 

Price excludes:
  Donation of about 1800 yuan per person to get the change to take photo with Panda; ( clients need to 

pay on spot;) (One day Volunteer work in Dujiangyan Panda Base) 
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2D/1N excursion of Chengdu to Mount. Emei (Emeishan) (Emeishan 
trekking, overnight in Emeishan top): Day 1: 

Private transfer from Chengdu to Mount. Emei (Emeishan) taking about 2.5 

hours by driving; Your car will stop at Emeishan scenic area tourism center, 

from where you will trek up a little bit to visit Baoguo Temple, and then trek 

about 1km up to Fuhu Temple; after sightseeing, you trek down back to tourism 

center to take shuttle bus about 2 hours up to Cavern Terrace (Jieyin Dian) 

located near mountain top; from Cavern Terrace you will trek about 6km (1.5 

hours) up to Golden Summit ( cable car is available from Cavern Terrace to 

Golden Summit, taking about 8 mins; ); Check-in for you hotel located at the 

mountain top; be free to walk around for sightseeing for the rest of the day; Stay 

overnight at Gold Summit Hotel; 

Golden Summit Hotel 

Go to trek in Mount. Emeishan 
Fri, 9 Feb 

Day

6

Price includes:
  Breakfast
  Private transfer, English speaking guide, Entrance fee (2D/1N excursion of Chengdu to Mount. Emei 

(Emeishan) (Emeishan trekking, overnight in Emeishan top)) 

Price excludes:
  Shuttle bus fee & cable car fee in Emeishan Mountain (2D/1N excursion of Chengdu to Mount. Emei 

(Emeishan) (Emeishan trekking, overnight in Emeishan top)) 
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2D/1N excursion of Chengdu to Mount. Emei (Emeishan) (Emeishan 
trekking, overnight in Emeishan top): Day 2: 

Get up early at the morning for the sunrise if weather permits; after breakfast, 

you will check out and trek about 6km down back to Cavern Terrace (taking 

about 2 hours by trekking; cable car is available if you prefer; ); From Cavern 

Terrace, you will take tour bus about 1 hour down to Myriad Years Monastery 

(Wannian Si in Chinese) parking lot at middle of Emeishan Mountain, from 

where you will trek up to visit Myriad Years Monastery (Wannian Si) ( cable car 

is available from parking area to Myriad Years Monastery; ), and then trek about 

2km to visit Qingyin Pavillion, then trek 1km to visit Yixian Tian, then then trek 

0.5km to the Monkey Area; after sightseeing, trekking 1.5km bakc to Qingyin 

Pavillion, and nextly trekking about 1.5km to Wuxiangang Parking lot, from 

where you will take tour bus back to tourism center to get on your private car 

and drive about 2.5 hours back to Chengdu; 

Chengdu dreams-travel Wenjun Mansion Hotel 

Emeishan Trekking, then go back to Chengdu 
Sat, 10 Feb 

Day

7

Price includes:
  Breakfast
  Private transfer, English speaking guide, Entrance fee (2D/1N excursion of Chengdu to Mount. Emei 

(Emeishan) (Emeishan trekking, overnight in Emeishan top)) 

Price excludes:
  Shuttle bus fee & cable car fee in Emeishan Mountain (2D/1N excursion of Chengdu to Mount. Emei 

(Emeishan) (Emeishan trekking, overnight in Emeishan top)) 
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Transfer from Chengdu hotel to airport

Flight Chengdu - Kunming (e-tickets)

Transfer from Kunming airport to hotel: 

Kunming is the capital city of China's Yunnan Province and the political, 

economic and cultural center of the region. Located in the central part of the 

Yunnan-Guizhou Plateau, Northwest China, Kunming is surrounded by 

mountains in three sides and faces the Dian Lake in the south. 

Excursion of Stone Forest: 

The driver and guide will meet you at your hotel lobby at 09:00. The tour 
starts with a one-hour drive from your hotel to the Stone Forest for a 2.5-
hour visit, after which you'll return to your hotel in Kunming. 

The Stone Forest is world-famous for its unique geological value, with a series 

of limestone formations extending high above the ground in stalagmite-style 

structures, giving it the impression of a vast forest made out of stone. Parts of 

this "forest" have been designated as UNESCO World Heritage Sites, and the 

area sports diverse shapes, exotic forms, complex causations and a long 

history. It is also the only karst area in China that demonstates the evolution of 

the Earth's history via its landscape. Book a guide to get even more information 

on this unique site.

UChoice Hotel (Xiqiao Jiudian) 

fly to Kunming for Stone Forest 
Sun, 11 Feb 

Day

8

Price includes:
  Breakfast
  Private Transfer (Transfer from Chengdu hotel to airport, Transfer from Kunming airport to hotel, 

Excursion of Stone Forest) 
  English-speaking guide (Transfer from Chengdu hotel to airport, Transfer from Kunming airport to hotel, 

Excursion of Stone Forest) 
  Flight with tax&fuel fee (Flight Chengdu - Kunming (e-tickets)) 
  Entrance fees (Excursion of Stone Forest) 
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Transfer from Kunming hotel to train station

High-speed train Kunming south - Changsha south G1682 (08:51/14:47)

Transfer from Changsha south station to Zhangjiajie city center (about 4.5 
hours by driving)

Da Cheng Shanshui Hotel 

High-speed train Kunming to Changsha, then drive to Zhangjiajie 
Mon, 12 Feb 

Day

9

Price includes:
  Breakfast
  Private Transfer (Transfer from Kunming hotel to train station, Transfer from Changsha south station to 

Zhangjiajie city center (about 4.5 hours by driving)) 
  English-speaking guide (Transfer from Kunming hotel to train station, Transfer from Changsha south 

station to Zhangjiajie city center (about 4.5 hours by driving)) 
  Train (High-speed train Kunming south - Changsha south G1682 (08:51/14:47)) 
  2nd class seat; (High-speed train Kunming south - Changsha south G1682 (08:51/14:47)) 

Zhangjiajie Tianmen Mountains (Tian Men Shan) (full-day excursion): 
Guide and driver will pick you up from your hotel and take you to visti 
Tianmenshan Mountains today. 

Tianmen Mountains is located 10 kilometers south to Zhangjiajie City in Hunan 

Province of China. And it will only be closed if it is too cold with heavy snows. 

The elevation of Tianmen Mountains is 1518.6 meters (the highest one in 

Zhangjiajie);The mountain is famous for its unique natural miracle - the Tianmen 

Cave; The door-alike cave was created after the cliff collapsing in ancient time. 

Tianmen Mountains is rich in Chinese culture;This place has absorbed the 

essence from the nature for thousands years, therefore visiting the holy temple 

on the mountain – Tianmenshan Temple has become a popular way to pray for 

a safe and healthy life. 

International Splendid East Hotel 

Visiting Mount. Tianmen of Zhangjiajie 
Tue, 13 Feb 

Day

10

Price includes:
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  Breakfast
  Private transfer, English speaking guide, Entrance fee (Zhangjiajie Tianmen Mountains (Tian Men Shan) 

(full-day excursion)) 
  Cable cars inside; (Zhangjiajie Tianmen Mountains (Tian Men Shan) (full-day excursion)) 

Zhangjiajie National Forest Park (AVATAR's Pandora World - Yuanjiajie & 
Tianzi Mountain): You must know the movie AVATAR, the Pandora World in 

the movie is so amazing that everyone wants to see it in real world. On this day, 

you’ll get into the real Pandora world by visiting Yuanjiajie, a naturally 

formed platform mountain situated in the north of Zhangjiajie National Forest 

Park. Take Bailong elevator up to Yuanjiajie and visit the foremost attractions 

in this area including the First Bridge under the Sun, Hallelujah Mountain, Back 

Garden, etc. After the visiting you’ll find some of these peaks have nothing that 

can be compared with, taking on every conceivable shape!

Next, take a sightseeing bus to Tianzi Mountain which boasts rocky peaks in 
grotesque shapes and shrouded in drifting mist. There are four highlights 

for the breathtaking sceneries: peak forest, cloud sea, sunrise and winter snow. 

A visit to Tianzi Mountain, you won’t miss the stone forests and peculiar peaks 

and the main tourist attractions including Arranging Battles Platform, Imperial 

Writing Brush Peak, Warriors Taming Horse, Fairy Maid Scattering Flowers, etc. 

After the exciting tour, you'll transfer back to your hotel at Wulingyuan. 

Private transfer from hotel to Zhangjiajie airport

Flight Zhangjiajie - Beijing (e-tickets)

Transfer from Beijing airport to hotel: One of Asia's most significant cities 

and capital of the most populous nation on the planet, Beijing sits firmly in the 

modern spotlight. The host of the 2008 Summer Olympic Games, Beijing is 

home to a rapidly growing modern core and, unlike Shanghai, also has a 

fascinating traditional and cultural core. Home to six of the country's 43 

UNESCO World Heritage Sites, Beijing is a must-see city when visiting China.

Dong Fang Hotel Beijing 

Zhangjiajie National Forest Park (AVATAR's Pandora World) 
Wed, 14 Feb 

Day

11

Price includes:
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  Breakfast
  Private transfer, English speaking guide, Entrance fee (Zhangjiajie National Forest Park (AVATAR's 

Pandora World - Yuanjiajie & Tianzi Mountain)) 
  Bailong Elevator (Zhangjiajie National Forest Park (AVATAR's Pandora World - Yuanjiajie & Tianzi 

Mountain)) 
  Single-way cable car of Tianzishan Mountain (Zhangjiajie National Forest Park (AVATAR's Pandora 

World - Yuanjiajie & Tianzi Mountain)) 
  Private Transfer (Private transfer from hotel to Zhangjiajie airport, Transfer from Beijing airport to hotel) 
  English-speaking guide (Private transfer from hotel to Zhangjiajie airport, Transfer from Beijing airport to 

hotel) 
  Flight with tax&fuel fee (Flight Zhangjiajie - Beijing (e-tickets)) 

Price excludes:
  Meals; (Zhangjiajie National Forest Park (AVATAR's Pandora World - Yuanjiajie & Tianzi Mountain)) 

Full day excursion of Huanghuacheng Great Wall trekking ( the wild part ): 
(Note: the wild part of Huanghuacheng Great Wall is not easy to go 
especially if there is snow or ice; If there is snow on your trekking, we are 
flexible to change to other part of Great Wall, like Mutianyu Great Wall; 
Please take comfort shoes, water and some snacks; )             

HuangHuaCheng wild Great Wall attracts a lot of tourists who like the hiking 

and natural views on the wall. It takes about 2 hours from Beijing downtown to 

the wild Great Wall part. The car will stop at the parking-lot at the foot of the 

mountain. You will go to the entrance of the Wall on foot with your trekking 

guide. The wall is devided into two parts, East part and West part by a road. It is 

about 4Km on each side and it takes about 2.5-3 hours to hike on each part of 

the Wall. And for each side, you will need to come back along the same way.

When you finish the trekking, you will go back to the parking-lot with your guide 

to step in your car and drive back to Beijing. 

Dong Fang Hotel Beijing 

Huanghuacheng Great Wall Trekking 
Thu, 15 Feb 

Day

12

Price includes:
  Breakfast
  Private transfer, English speaking guide, Entrance fee (Full day excursion of Huanghuacheng Great Wall 

trekking ( the wild part )) 
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Beijing City Tour (Tiananmen Square + Forbidden City + Lama Temple): 

( New Year Day: Beijing locals will go to burn incense for blessing and 
good luck of the coming year in Lama Temple, especially aged people 
who deeply believe in the tradition; And some prople will go to visit 
relatives or families; ) Begin the day with a pickup from your hotel at 
08:00am by your driver and guide. Firstly, you will go to visit the 
Tian’anmen Square and nextly go to visit the Forbidden City. After lunch, 
your guide will take you to visit Lama Temple; Tour ends with a transfer 
back to hotel for rest; 

The Tiananmen is a famous monument in Beijing. It is widely used as a 

national symbol. First built during the Ming Dynasty in 1420, Tiananmen is the 

entrance to the Imperial City, within which the Forbidden City is located. 

The Forbidden City, used to be the imperial palace of the Ming and Qing 

dynasties. It was declared a World Heritage Site in 1987 as the "Imperial Palace 

of the Ming and Qing Dynasties". Consisting of 980 surviving buildings with 

9999 bays of rooms spreading over 178 acres, the Forbidden City is the world's 

largest surviving palace complex. 

Lama Temple (Yonghe Temple; Yonghe Lamasery) is the largest and best-

preserved lamasery in Beijing. It was built in 1694 during the Qing Dynasty 

(1644-1911) as the residence of the Emperor Yongzheng (the third emperor of 

the Qing Dynasty) before he ascended the throne. In the year 1744, the 

residence was completely converted into a lamasery. So this resplendent 

architectural complex is endowed with the style of an imperial palace, making it 

distinctive from others. 

Dong Fang Hotel Beijing 

Beijing city tour 
Fri, 16 Feb 

Day

13

Price includes:
  Breakfast
  Private transfer, English speaking guide, Entrance fee (Beijing City Tour (Tiananmen Square + Forbidden 

City + Lama Temple)) 

Price excludes:
  Lunch and Dinner (Beijing City Tour (Tiananmen Square + Forbidden City + Lama Temple)) 
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Beijing Ditan Temple Spring Festival Culture: Ditan Temple Fair is a Chinese 

tradition to celebrate the Chinese Lunar New Year, or Spring Festival. 

There were lots of things happening here, from fair games, lion dance, to comic 

and dance performances, to random craft stores, to street snacks with huge 

lines, to cute little chinese new year decor, to people taking selfies, etc. It could 

be very crowded, especially on the 1st day of the Fair. But the main draw was 

not the attractions themselves but the crowded and festive atmosphere.

A must do on Chinese new year if you want to experience the real Chinese New 

Year celebration! 

Dong Fang Hotel Beijing 

Ditan Tempel Spring Festival Fairs 
Sat, 17 Feb 

Day

14

Price includes:
  Breakfast
  Private transfer, English speaking guide, Entrance fee (Beijing Ditan Temple Spring Festival Culture) 

Price excludes:
  Lunch and Dinner (Beijing Ditan Temple Spring Festival Culture) 
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Beijing City Tour ( morning half-day excursion, Temple of Heaven and 
Beijing Hutongs): Begin the day with a pickup from your hotel at 08:00am 
by your driver and guide. Firstly, they will take you to visit the Temple of 
Heaven in the morning; and nextly, guide will take you to explore Beijing 
Hutongs by rickshaw. Your tour ends at early afternoon; You will be send 
to capital airport to catch up your international flight back home. 
Temple of Heaven was the place where emperors of the Ming and Qing 

Dynasty came and prayedfor good harvest. It has been described as “a 

masterpiece of architecture and landscape design”. Walking in the massive and 

stunning buildings, you can learn about some of the history and culture of China 

of the old phases. 

Hutongs refer to the small and narrow alleyways between rows of courtyards 

and it is estimated that there are thousands of hutongs in Beijing. Rickshaw and 

Hutongs are usually regarded as the symbol of Beijing in 20th century.

Transfer from Beijing hotel to airport

Farewell to Beijing! 
Sun, 18 Feb 

Day

15

Price includes:
  Breakfast
  Private transfer, English speaking guide, Entrance fee (Beijing City Tour ( morning half-day excursion, 

Temple of Heaven and Beijing Hutongs)) 
  Private Transfer (Transfer from Beijing hotel to airport) 
  English-speaking guide (Transfer from Beijing hotel to airport) 

Price excludes:
  Lunch and Dinner (Beijing City Tour ( morning half-day excursion, Temple of Heaven and Beijing 

Hutongs)) 
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Accommodations
Holiday Inn Harbin City Center  on days 1 & 2 

The hotel is located in the center of Harbin which is on the Harbin main 

tourist central Street (Pedestrian Street starting point) the geographical 

position is extremely superior. It takes 5 minutes to the famous Sophia 

church on foot and to the Songhua River takes only 15 minutes on foot too.

There is Fast and convenient transportation also, 15 minutes to reach the 

economic development zone, 5 minutes to Harbin Railway Station, about 20 

minutes to Harbin west station, about 40 minutes to Harbin Taiping 

International Airport and 100 meters to the airport bus line No.3.Only 15 

minutes car drive to Sun Island Park and snow world.

Days Inn City Center Xi'an  on day 3 

Days Inn Xi'an Center is located in the heart of downtown Xi'an, adjacent to 

the clock tower, the railway station, 30 minutes from Xi'an Xianyang 

International Airport and 27 kilometers from the Qin Shi Huang Terracotta 

Warriors and Horses. Days Inn Xi'an Center Hotel has a variety of 

comfortable rooms, carefully designed and the international art of the new 

trend of the perfect combination, but also reflects the national style and local 

characteristics, so that you feel the city in the natural and beautiful, highlight 

the luxury and honor.
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Chengdu dreams-travel Wenjun Mansion Hotel  on days 4, 5 & 7 

Whether you're a backpacker, budget traveller or family travelling through 

Szechuan's campital of Chengdu, Wen Jun Lou Hotel has everything to 

meet your needs. The attractive courtyard-style hotel is situated on one of 

Chengdu's most tourist friendly streets, surrounded by buildings in the Ming 

and Qing Dynasty style. The courtyard offers an ideal spot for tired travellers 

to relax with a drink, play mah jong or just chat. 

The Wenjun Mansion Hotel, located on Qingtailu's busy commercial street 

with ancient architecture dating back to 2,000 years ago, is a Chinese 

mansion-style hotel with a beautiful courtyard for clients to enjoy chatting, 

drinking tea and playing maj jong. Guests have many rooms to choose from, 

including standard rooms in Chinese or Western styles, and suites with a 

king or queen-size bed. Those travelling with families or groups can stay in 

our triple, quadruple or six-bed dorms at very competitive prices. The hotel is 

within walking distance to all of Chengdu's downtown attractions, and its 

helpful staff will help you enjoy a memorable stay. 

Golden Summit Hotel  on day 6 

Golden Summit Hotel is a quasi four-star hotel located on the Golden 

Summit of Mt. Emei,,a world cultural and natural heritage site.A designated 

tourism hotel in Emeishan city,the hotel is 3079 meters above the sea level 

and has an immediate access to the unique attractions on the Golden 

Summit,such as Sunrise,clouds sea,Buddha's Halo and Four-faced 

Buddha.Located on the Golden Summit,the hotel commamds an escellent 

view of the surrounding attractions.As a matter of fact, every window of it 

affords a gorgeous view and gives great convenience to guests coming for 

Mt.Emei's splendid scenery.

UChoice Hotel (Xiqiao Jiudian)  on day 8 

The UChoice Hotel (Xiqiao Jiudian) is located in central Kunming, within 

walking distance of Metro Line 2. Kunming Railway Station can be reached 

in just 15 minutes by car, while it will take around 30 minutes to reach the 

airport by car. Guests can enjoy both Chinese and Western cuisine at the on-

site restaurants. Business travelers will appreciate the multiple meeting 

rooms, as well as the services of the business center. In their spare time, 

guests can relax in the sauna, or enjoy a cup of the local blend in the 

teahouse. This Kunming hotel provides free in-room Wi-Fi access.
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Da Cheng Shanshui Hotel  on day 9 

Zhangjiajie Dacheng Shanshui International Hotel is located in Yongding 

District of Zhangjiajie city in Hunan province Dayong Road, is the point of 

Zhangjiajie Hehua Airport, which is only 2.3 kilometers away from the 

Zhangjiajie Hehua Airport,1.5 kilometers away from the train station, 20 

kilometers away from the Wulingyuan District Scenic Spot, and the Tianmen 

Mountain is only 1000 meters far from. The geographical position is superior, 

which the traffic is very convenient. 

International Splendid East Hotel  on day 10 

Jinxiu Dongdu international hotel is located in the world natural heritage, the 

world geological park, a state-level scenic spots, national civilized scenic 

area, Hunan provice Zhangjiajie city,the core area Wulingyuan District 

Center.Towering Wen Zhuang Guanyin Mountain to the north, JunDi road to 

the south, looking at the BaoFeng Mountain, Bai Zhangxia scenic 

spot,surrounding by forest, spans ten miles,make all the people acclaim as 

the peak of perfection.The ticket station of core scenic area(Wu Jia valley) to 

the west, only 500 meters away. East to Chang (ChangDe) Zhang 

(Zhangjiajie) highway entrance Longyang Road 12 km.The right of hotel in 

front of 50 meters is the Wulingyuan passenger station. Hotel building style 

of simplicity,the geographical postion is superior,and environment is 

beautiful,transportation also convenient. The hotel has 160 rooms (sets), 

inside the restaurant, lobby bar, multi-functional conference hall (to meet the 

needs of 100 people meeting) and leisure center. Hotel provide warm and 

thoughtful service for customers from both home and abroad, make you 

happy, satisfied with the return.

Dong Fang Hotel Beijing  on days 11, 12, 13 & 14 

Beijing Dong Fang hotel is located in Wan Ming road, the southeast corner 

of Tiger Lane bridge road, near Tian'anmen Square, Temple of Heaven, 

Liulichang, Grand View Garden, Joyous Pavilion and other famous tourist 

attractions.
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$9,097.00
Total price for 2 pax
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